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Glossary

This glossary lists PAC terminology in alphabetical order.

A

ACF System File The ACF system file (application control file) stores the saved
(source) and cataloged (executable) code for every version of every
object in the PAC-controlled environment. The ACF also stores ex-
tended information about object versions, applications, statuses,
migration paths, migration events, and audits.

Alias An alternative name that a user assigns to a PAC entity. The user
can reference and access the entity by its name or by an assigned
alias.

Alignment Alignment is a Control-to-Controlmigration. Alignment recompiles
application objects so that they all reference the same versions of
subordinate objects. It can be used to keep track of object versions
and dependencies.

API See Application Program Interface.

Application A collection of objects configured to accomplish a specific data-
processing task. A PAC application definition includes the name,
level, and specifications for processingdefaults. The set of component
objects may change during the life-cycle.

Application Environ The Natural library and system file, the Predict file and the dataset
where application objects are stored, and the operating system,
teleprocessing system, and databasemanagerwithwhich the objects
are developed, tested, or used.Also called an operating environment.

Application Integrity In PAC, application integrity means that the correct version of each
component object is implemented into production and that each
object version uses the correct version of subordinate objects.
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Application Life-Cycle The cycle of development, testing, use, and maintenance of an ap-
plication. In PAC, the application status links and migration paths
defined for an application controlmovement through the application
life-cycle.

Application Program Inter-
face

An application program interface (API) lets you call a PAC function
from a user-written programwithout logging on to PAC and invok-
ing the function fromwithin PAC.APIs provide flexibility in access-
ing PAC information and interfacing with your existing systems.

Application Status Link An application must be linked to a status before objects can be mi-
grated to that status. An application status link specifies where the
application's Natural, Predict and foreign objects are stored at the
status. It also specifies a file translation table, if applicable, and
whether Predict Xref datawill be included inmigrations to the status.

Applymod Applymods allow you to customize the PAC system for your site
by overriding PAC default settings. By default, applymods can be
appliedwhen an event is authorized, but the PAC administrator can
control their use.

Archive The archive facility removes Natural objects (except views/DDMs
and rules) from the PAC-controlled environment. It migrates objects
from the Control status to the Archive status. The archived objects
are unloaded to an archive file and removed from the ACF file.
Archived objects can be restored to PAC.

Audit Report A PAC audit report provides information about PACmigrations. A
PAA audit report provides information about objects in production
statuses.

Authorizer APACmigration eventmust be authorized by a valid user ID before
it can be processed. Eachmigration-path definition includes the user
IDs of authorizers for a migration event along that path. See also
Configurator.

Auto-Expansion PAC can expand object lists automatically to include all subordinate
objects. This function can be specified in themigration-pathdefinition
or invoked in the object-list editor.

C

Catalog Directory The directory that shows the operating environment and size of a
saved object.

Cataloged Object A compiled and executable Natural object.
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Change Control Log The change control log provides the following information about
migrations to and from maintenance statuses:

■ the object version
■ the destination library
■ the database number
■ the file number
■ the user ID and terminal ID of the person checking the object out
or in

■ the date and time of the migration

Check-Out/Check-In The PAC check-out/check-in facility allows you to monitor migra-
tions to and frommaintenance statuses. In addition, it automatically
logs detailed information about themigrations,which can be viewed
during themigration (through a user exit) or subsequently in change
control logs. See Change Control Log.

Compare Utility delivered with PAC used to identify changes or differences
between two objects or two lists of several objects.

Configurator A PAC configurator is authorized to define applications, statuses,
application status links, migration paths, and file translation tables.
The PAC administrator specifies in the user profilewhether the user
may configure these entities.

Control Status When an object is migrated from development or maintenance into
the PAC-controlled environment, it is automatically linked to the
Control status.When the object version is promoted to other statuses,
it is copied from the Control status to the destination library. Phys-
ically, the Control status includes the PAC ACF and PCF system
files. See also ACF System File and PCF System File.

Controlled Environment The operating environments that are protected byPACandgoverned
by site-specific procedures defined in PAC. Migrations (including
logical promotions) of application objects are restricted by site-spe-
cific paths and authorizations.Objects can be changed only in defined
development andmaintenance locations; they are recompiledwhen
returned to a test or production location. Object versions are tracked
and controlled.

Cross-Reference Data There are two kinds of cross-reference data in PAC:

Predict Xref data provides extensive information about objects, in-
vocation methods, variables, data areas, files, and fields used by an
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object, as well as entry points or functions in the object that can be
invoked by other objects. You can store and view the information
in the Predict file associated with an application status link, in a re-
mote location, or both.

PAC object usage data is similar to Predict Xref data except that it
associates specific versions of the objects. PAC uses this data intern-
ally to track the version of an object that is referenced by versions
of other objects. You can view the specific version of an object that
is used by a specific version of another object.

D

Data Definition Module
(DDM)

A Natural view of a database file. DDMs can be generated from
Predict views.

DBID A database ID number (in PAC, the abbreviation DBnr is usually
used).

DBnr A database ID number.

Deployment A PAA-controlled application that is made up of application and
status.

Destination Status In a PAC migration path, the status to which objects are migrated.
Also called the To status.

E

Executable Code Code that has been compiled and can be translated into machine-
readable instructions.

Expansion Expansion lists all objects used by a specified object or all objects
that use the specified object for compilation or execution. For ex-
ample, the "Objects Used" expansion of a subroutinemight list copy
code, a local data area, and maps; "Used by" expansion might list
several programs that use the subroutine. This function, whichmay
be invoked from the object-list editor or automatically by PACduring
a migration event, can be used to build object lists.

ExtendedAttributeDescrip-
tion

A text description of an application or migration event. It is entered
and modified in a Natural editor window.

Entity A PAC structure such as a status or event.
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Event An action that changes an application's status in PAC. In almost all
cases, a migration event is referred to.

F

File Adjust Function The PAC administrator can use File Adjust to facilitate and control
the renumbering of PAC files (FSEC, ACF, PCF).

File Translation Table (FTT) When an object that was developed referencing one set of databases
and files is executed referencing a different set, PAC can dynamically
recompile the object using a file translation table. The FTT translates
the database and file numbers from the development environment
to the destination environment. It enables users to execute applica-
tions against different databases and files without changing and re-
compiling the code.

The FTT to be used in a migration to a particular status is specified
in the application status link and invoked during amigration event.

Fnr File number.

Foreign Object An object that is not of Software AG. For example COBOLmodules
or JCL texts.

From Status In a PACmigration path, the status fromwhich objects aremigrated.
Also called the origin status.

FTT See File Translation Table.

FUSER File The Natural system file where an application's objects are stored.
Also called a user system file.

I

Implement To put an application or object into production.

Incorporation (Incorpora-
tion status)

The PAC Incorporation facility brings production objects into PAC
without recompiling them. PAC incorporates the objects bymigrating
them froman incorporation status to theControl status and assigning
themversion numbers. Incorporation can be used only until a version
of the object is migrated from a development ormaintenance status.

J
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Job A PAC job contains the JCL or JCS for PAC functions, such asmigra-
tions. A PAA job identifies the objects migrated and the backups
created in a load into a PAA-controlled production environment.

L

Library A location for programming objects.

Load The second step in a migration using a work file; it stores an object
in a library or a group of data items in a database file. In PAA, a load
is the process of storing objects in a production library and/or Predict
file. The PAA load job specifies each object included in the load.

Location The physical whereabouts of a PAA controlled entity, made up of
Natural library, DBID, FNR or dataset.

Lock When a PAC object or entity (for example, a migration event), is
processed, PAC blocks access (locks) the entity until the processing
is complete. When an object is migrated to or from a library, PAC
or PAA locks the library until the migration is complete.

Locked Data: A PAC entity or item of data locked for processing.

M

Maintenance Request A maintenance request can be defined and linked to a migration
event. The maintenance request allows you to group related main-
tenance activities and track maintenance activities performed in re-
sponse to the request. It can be used to link PAC to an external
problem-tracking system.

Migration A logical migration is the promotion of objects to the next phase
(status) in the life-cycle; it may ormay not include a physical migra-
tion. A physical migration is the physical movement of code from
one location to another.

Migration Event A migration event migrates objects along a predefined path and in-
cludes the object list, job, and specifications for executing the job.
The migration event must be authorized by a valid user ID before
it can be submitted for processing.

Migration Path Amigration path defines the origin and destination statuses, author-
izers, and processing defaults for a migration event.

N
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Natural Object A unit of Natural code (for example, a subroutine or map).

O

Object A unit of code, that PAC has under its control.

Object History PAC maintains a history of all the versions of an object in the PAC-
controlled environment, including the dates and times they were
migrated to each linked status.

Object List A list of all objects to be migrated.

Object Version An object with a version number assigned by PAC. Each time an
object is migrated into PAC from a development or maintenance
environment, PAC assigns it a new version number.

The PACandPAAsystems assign two independent version numbers
to an object: onewhen the object enters the PAC-controlled environ-
ment (the Control version) and the other when the object enters the
PAA-controlled production environment (the production version).
The PAA system tracks the correspondence between these two
numbers.

Also called a versioned object or PAC object.

Open Systems Distributed platform for Natural applications. PAC is now able to
handle objects coming from this platform.

Operating Environment TheNatural library and systemfile and the Predict filewhere applic-
ation objects are stored, and the operating system, teleprocessing
system, anddatabasemanagerwithwhich the objects are developed,
tested, or used. Also called an application environment.

Origin Status The status from which an object is migrated; also called the From
status.

P

PAA (Predict Application
Audit)

The SoftwareAG tool for auditing applications that have been placed
in ("migrated to") production status.

PAA-Controlled Environ-
ment

The production environments that are protected and audited by
PAA. See also Production status.

PAA System File PAA audit data is stored in this reserved system file.
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PAC-Controlled Environ-
ment

The operating environments that are protected byPACandgoverned
by site-specific procedures defined in PAC. Migrations (including
logical promotions) of application objects are restricted by site-spe-
cific paths and authorizations.Objects can be changed only in defined
development andmaintenance locations; they are recompiledwhen
returned to a test or production location. Object versions are tracked
and controlled.

PAC Entity A structure in the PAC system (for example, a status or migration
event).

PAC Object An application object under PAC control. A PACobject has a version
number. The object may be any type of Natural or Predict object or
foreign object or a Natural user error message. Also called an object
version or versioned object.

PCF System File Natural objects are cataloged and Predict objects are generated in
the PAC PCF system file. The PCF contains cross-reference data,
keywords, and the latest version of Natural and Predict objects in
the PAC-controlled environment.

PF Key Program function key.

Predict File The systemfile (FDIC)where Predict objects andXref data are stored.

Predict Generation External objects, such as rules, data definition modules, databases,
and files, can be generated fromPredict definitions. The PAC admin-
istrator can modify the Predict generation defaults in PAC.

Predict Object A unit of Predict information (for example, a userview).

Production Status An end-user environment defined to PAC.Any environment defined
as a production status is protected and audited by PAA.

R

Range Notation Range notation enhances the search criteria for building a selection
list of objects or PAC entities. A blank or asterisk (*) displays a list
of all objects or entities, beginning with the first. A value followed
immediately by an asterisk displays all items beginning with the
specified value; for example, "ORDERS*" returns all items that begin
with "ORDERS". A value followed immediately by (< or >) displays,
respectively, all items that are greater than or equal to the specified
value, or less than or equal to it.
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Retire Status A logical status used to purge obsolete objects. Amigration to a retire
status purges the object from the library in the origin status and re-
moves the object's link with the origin status.

Rolling When objects are compiled during migration, some or all of the re-
lated objects that are subordinate to the migrated object (maps,
copycode, data areas, rules, and views) may be needed in their
earlier versions for the compiling. Normally, PAC assumes that the
latest version of these objects should be used. Specifying earlier
versions of subordinate objects for compiling an object is called
rolling. PAC provides a rolling facility for this purpose.

S

Saved Directory Thedirectory that shows the operating environment of a saved object.

Saved Object A Natural, Predict or foreign source object that has not been com-
piled.

Selective Processing This online facility lets you use search criteria to build a selection
list of objects or instances of PAC entities (for example, statuses).

Shared Table A file translation table that is shared with other application status
links.

Source Code Code written in a high-level language such as COBOL or Natural.
It must be compiled and translated into executable code. See also
Executable Code.

Status Logically, a status is a stage or milestone in the life-cycle of an ap-
plication. A PAC status definition specifies the type of environment
(see Status Type), a default user system file, and a default Predict
file.

Status Type PAC status types govern how PAC handles objects. There are cur-
rently nine types: Development, Test, Production, Maintenance,
Control, Incorporation, Archive, and Retire.

Step Library (Steplib) A library linked to another library; when an object is requested from
a library but not found there, the library's step libraries are searched.

Substitution Parameter Substitution parameters are variables in job control statements that
allowyou to substitute values, either automatically or by user input,
at execution time. Substitution parameters are identified by an "@"
prefix or a user-specified substitution character.

System Applymod See Applymod.
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System File Systemfiles are Adabas files that contain software resources or user-
created application objects. System files include the following:

■ FNAT contains system programs and utilities.
■ FDIC contains Predict objects and data.
■ FSEC contains security information.
■ FUSER contains application libraries.

The ACF, PCF, and PAA system files are reserved to PAC and PAA.

T

Textual Attribute See Extended Attribute Description.

To Status In a PAC migration path, the status to which an application is mi-
grated; also called the destination status.

U

Unload The first step in a migration using a work file; it moves or copies
objects or data from a library or database file to a work file.

User Environment The mix of hardware, operating systems, teleprocessing systems,
languages, and database managers.

User Exit A user exit passes control to a user-written Natural program.

User Profile The user profile, which is maintained by the PAC administrator,
defines each user to PAC. It includes the user's name and ID, batch
ID, and level of authority and access.

V

Validation (of Object List) When it validates an object list for a migration event, PAC ensures
that all objects in the list exist in the origin status and that object
names and types correspond.

Versioned Object An object with a version number assigned by PAC. Each time an
object is migrated into PAC from a development or maintenance
environment, PAC assigns it a new version number. Also called an
object version or PAC object.

View A subset of the fields in a database file. Views can be documented
in Predict. A Natural view, which is called a data definition module
(DDM), can be generated from a Predict view.
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W

Work File A file used for temporary storage of objects or data.

X

Xref Data See Cross-Reference Data.
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